
           24: The Derivative and the Mean Value Theorem



DIFFERENTIATION.

Def. Afunction f: (a,b) -> IR
is differentiable at X G (a, b]

if this limit exists.

f(t) =f(x) +t(a,b)
f(x) =lim

+-X +- X tEX.

↑The derivative off of X.

M f(x)
slope of secantline

·

slope f(x)

Ist I

&:If of conti on [a, b]
X

isof diff' on [a,b]? f(x)

N
8

not diff at X.

If f diff' on [a,b]

is a conti on [a,b]?
I

: Im f(t)-f(x) =(im fex.t-x) =fIcx.o =

f' doesn'talways satisfy2YP.

⑫:Iff is diff' on Sa,b), mustf' be conti?2
f'has no simple disconti

0
f(x) =(xYsin(t) if x =0

if x=0.

-

=Simi



Call a function of a e'function.
if f'exists and is conti

"e"-function" if 4th den f' exists and is anti

28 - function is conti

CY: all devi. exist.

If f' is limit, then sum, pod, quotentrules follow.
-

(f +g) =f'+g) (fg)=fg +fg'
Let h =f9.

f(+) h(t) - h(x) =f(t)[g(t) - g(x)]
-

f(x)

I
+g(x)(f(t)- f(x))

g(x) g(t).

Ihm:There exists function (R-IR that are

continuous everywhere, but differentiable nowhere.

ocb< lHere's one:f(x) = E, b"cos(a" 4x) a: odd c R

ab > 1 +3

Seein



The Mean Value Thm.
↑

⑧

If f is conti on [a,b], diff on (a, b),
then I point (a, b) s.t.

f(b) - f(a) =(b- a). f(c).
ad b

· connects value off to value of fl

Ex(appl) If f(x) > 0 for all x =(a, b), then show f(b) (f(a)

if: f(b) - f(a) =(b- a).f(z) > 0.#.

of & If on [0,b] has local maximum atce[a,b)

idea: negative if t>< left limit exist andequal ->they must be 0.

positive if t <C. right limitandhisgatherconti
on are

then 12 G(a,b) diff' on(a,b)

s.t. (f(b) - f(a))g(x) =(g(b) - g(a)]f'(c).
(If g(x) =x, get MYTs.

CAS is rate that a sweeps out area.

dea:i---a RIS is rate thatI sweeps out area.

consider h(x) =(f(b)- f(a))g(x) - (g(b) - g(a)] f(x).
X

difference clear:h(2) =h(b) =0.
of area
sweeps by so D -> E c s.t. h() =0. But hi(x) =LHS- RHS.

H.
time X.


